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the longer I stay in this city, the more I get the feeling that
I must invite the unease
I must learn to make the unfamiliar familiar
welcome the things
that are uncomfortable





you cannot protect yourself from this city
forever
so what happens when you let your guard down?
when you walk alone?
alone at night?
when you let the stranger talk to you?
when you sit and wait?





there occurs a feeling of not quite,
everything is there for you to see,
but you do not know how to make use of it
just yet





a guy I met here told me: this city stretches you
and it really really really stretches you
but when you let yourself be stretched
you discover things
there are the djs that move
their record shop, their friends, their drinks, their self-painted benches,
out onto the street on some sundays





then there are those strange days
when it’s foggy and table mountain is missing
because he’s hiding behind the clouds
I find that there are other things also missing in this city:
the night,
people from my age group,
bicycles,
smells.
smells are coupled to emotions. and as there are no smells 
in this city
there are also
no emotions
or maybe too many of both





in cape town 
sensing the city
means something different to each of us 
for you, it might be the taste of yet another piece of carrot cake
for you, it might be hearing a new song that is perfect
for you, it might be the mind-numbing noises on main road
for you, it might be the first time you smell urine in the streets
and for you,
it might be playing the tambour on lion’s head
the wind blowing through your curls





if we like it or not, our senses are always there
they are what guides us
what makes us experience this city
and this city life
it’s true
sensing the city does not equal feeling the city
but sensing this city
sure makes you feel


